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ABSTRACT:
Supply chain management (SCM) is the 21st century global operations strategy for achieving organizational competitiveness. Organization are trying to find ways to improve their flexibility and responsiveness and in turn competitiveness by changing their operations strategy, methods and technologies that include the implementation of SCM information technology (IT). However, a thorough and critical review of literature is yet to be carried out with the objective of bringing out pertinent factors and useful insights into the role and implications of IT in SCM. In this paper, the literature available on IT in SCM have been classified using suitable criteria and then critically reviewed to develop a framework for studying the applications of IT in SCM. Based on this review and analysis, recommendations have been made regarding the application of IT in SCM and some future research directions are indicated.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
Modern organizations are in the race for improving their organizational competitiveness in order to compete in the 21st century global market. This market is electronically connected and non-static in nature. Therefore, companies are trying to improve their flexibility level with the objective of being flexible and responsive to meet the changing market scenario (Dubey 2017). In an effort to achieve this, many companies have decentralized their value-adding activities by outsourcing and developing virtual enterprise (VE). All these directed towards the importance of information technology (IT) in integrating suppliers/partnering firms in virtual enterprise and supply chain. Supply chain management (SCM) is an approach that has evolved out of the integration of these considerations. SCM is defined as the integration of key business processes from end user through original suppliers that provides products, services, and information and hence adds value for customers and other stakeholders (Dubey & Gunasekan 2015; Kim 2011).

SCM is an increasingly applied operations paradigm for enhancing overall organizational competitiveness. A recent survey of more than 300 supply chain-related executives found that 92% of those surveyed were
planning to implement one or more supply chain initiatives (Hitt 2015). SCM is based on the integration of all activities that add value to customers starting from product design to delivery.

According to Wang (2016) and Festo (2010) SCM is a set of approaches utilized to effectively integrate suppliers, manufacturers, warehouses, and stores, so that merchandise is produced and distributed at the right quantities, to the right locations, and at the right time, in order to minimize system wide cost while satisfying service level requirements.

There are numerous articles on the strategies, techniques and technologies for the design and development of SCM. Also, several literature survey papers which include taxonomy of SCM, and modeling and analysis of SCM (Dubey 2017). However, there is a very few literature survey article that deals with IT in SCM. However, it is impossible to achieve an effective supply chain without IT. Since suppliers are located all over the world, it is essential to integrate the activities both inside and outside of an organization. This requires an integrated information system (IS) for sharing information on various value-adding activities along the supply chain. IT is like a nerve system for SCM. There are many articles on IT in supply chain. Most of the literature discusses only the implications of one or two aspects of supply chain, for example, strategies, tools and techniques, but not in an entirety. However, a comprehensive survey of IT in SCM will be useful to identify the critical success factors of IT for an integrated supply chain. Unfortunately, design and implementation of IT system for an effective SCM have not received adequate attention from both researchers and practitioners, in particular, business to business (B2B) e-commerce (EC) and SCM. There are lots of debates around the applications of IT in SCM concerning business to business e-commerce model, matching to business model, etc. Considering the importance of IT in achieving effective SCM, an attempt has been made in this paper to review the literature on IT in SCM based on suitable criteria. The main objective here is to identify the major issues surrounding the application of IT in SCM, using suitable classification scheme and develop a framework for IT applications in SCM. Also, some future research directions are indicated for developing IT embedded SCM system.

However various studies (Dubey & Gunasekaran 2015; Hitt 2015; Shoenherr 2015; Closs.2000) has explained use of information technologies in supply chain management. And also produced details of different type of IT system These are as follows this review focuses on impact of communication technologies on supply chain performance so more attention has been given to the those elements which comes under communication technology.
The organization of the paper follows as Section 2 discusses objectives of same study. The details of the research methodology are presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents the researcher proposed model with respect to selected literature available on IT in SCM. A brief review of the literature is presented in Section 5. In Section 6, represent research gaps. Section 7 present conclusion and section 8, 9, 10, 11 present future direction, managerial Implication, followed by Bibliography.

2. OBJECTIVES OF REVIEW
1. To analyze impact of communication technologies on supply chain performance.
2. Implementation and adoption of new technology always causes financial bourdon on the organization. Few studies have mentioned that implementation of connective technologies not show quick result in supply chain performance. The important objective of review is to understand, do the benefits outweigh the cost of implementation of communication technology?
3. as big firm (like Wal-Mart) can manage to adopt new technology in shorter time and also enforced supplier to adopt it. This review is an attempt to understand size of firm and its role in adoption of new technology.
4. External environment (political, economical, infrastructure etc.) play an important role in adoption and implementation of new technology.(Lin 2011)(Voronnaeu 2009) Various studies has been done in context of developed countries like USA, Germany.
5. Role of employee is important, as effective implementation could be possible with co-ordination and cooperation from employee. Also point to be noted that technology causes operation deployment which is directly related with decreasing labor cost. Focus has been made to understand acceptance from employee for connective technology.
6. Integration of customer is essential to understand his demand fluctuation. Focus is required to understand whether technology implementation make positive impact on buying process.

| 2 | Communication system | 1. EDI  
| | | 2. EPC  
| | | 4. RFID  
| | | 5. Internet  
| 3 | Execution system | 1. Warehouse management system.  
| | | 2. Transport management system.  
| | | 3. customaries selection with ERP.  |
7. This study will try to produce justification for supply chain traceability will improve supply chain performance and if yes, this enhanced performance can convert into competitive advantage.

3. Research Methodology:

The aim of this study is to analyze impact of traceability impact on supply chain performance. To accomplish the study aims, this research is based on the examination of various journals, all of which are directly related to Information Technology and its application. As we believe that journals are the recourses that are most commonly used to acquire information and release new findings, conference papers, Master Theses, doctoral dissertations, text books, news reports, and unpublished working papers are excluded. Due to the youth and diversity of this area of research, journals, and thus a literature search was conducted using the following electronic databases.

1. ABI/INFORM.
2. Academic Search Premier.
3. Emerald Full text.
5. IEEE/IEE Electronics Library.

Every article that was retrieved through the search process was carefully reviewed before making a decision regarding its inclusion in the survey. We classified each article using a single category for each diversity characteristic.
4. PROPOSED MODEL:

Communication System
1. Electronic Data Interchange.
2. Electronic Product code.
4. Radio frequency Identification.
5. Satellite.
6. Internet

Supply Chain Traceability
1. System Attributes & evaluation
2. Implementation & Adoption.
3. Internal & External Factors.
4. Supplier perspective.

Impact Of Communication Technology.
1. Information Sharing
2. Collaboration.
3. Impact on Supplier.
4. Impact on Company
5. Impact on Customer.

Supply Chain Performance.
1. Operational Performance.
2. Technological Performance.
5. Competitive Advantage.

5. REVIEW OF LITERATURE.

Gunasekaran. A et al. (2017) This study acknowledges the importance of big data and predictive analytics (BDPA) in achieving business value and organizational performance. However, the impact of BDPA assimilation on supply chain (SCP) and organizational performance has not been thoroughly investigated. To address this gap, this research draws on resource-based view. It conceptualizes assimilation as a three stage process (acceptance, routinization, and assimilation) and searched out the influence of resources (connectivity and information sharing) under the mediation effect of top management commitment on big data assimilation (capability), SCP and OP. The findings suggest that connectivity and information sharing under the mediation effect of top management commitment are positively related to BDPA acceptance, which is positively related to BDPA assimilation under the mediation effect of BDPA routinization, and positively related to SCP and OP.
Fig 1 Proposed Model for Big data and predictive analytics for supply chain

2. Srinivasan (2017) Many business are seeking to develop and exploit analytics capabilities today. Using organizational information processing theory (OIPT), the study demand visibility and supply visibility as foundational resources for analytics capability, and organizational flexibility as a complementary capability. The research further examine relationships among these factors under varying conditions of market volatility, a type of environmental uncertainty. The results from our analysis of data from 191 global firms indicate that both demand and supply visibility are associated with the development of analytics capability. In turn, analytics capability is shown to be more strongly associated with operational performance when supply chain organizations also possess organizational flexibility needed to act upon analytics-generated insights quickly and efficiently. Furthermore, the empirical results indicate that analytics capability and organizational flexibility are more valuable as complementary capabilities for firms who operate in volatile markets, rather than in stable ones. These findings extend OIPT to create a better understanding of contemporary applications of information processing technologies, while also providing theoretically grounded guidance to managers in the development of analytics capabilities within their firms.
Fig 2: The conceptual model for An Investigation of Visibility and Flexibility as Complements to Supply Chain Analytics

3. Sanchez, A., (2010):- This research analyses the impact of EDI on inter-organizational co-operation along with co-ordination in the supply chain for Spanish automotive supplier. The use of EDI is greater among supplier that perceive more strategic benefits, fewer cost and organizational difficulties. The pro-active management, are less dependence on suppliers, operational & strategic benefits, mainly are of technology, organizational, external pressure, pro-active management, supplier dependence mutual understanding, coordination with customer & supplier, company size ties, experience in use & EDI.

Study indicates that adopters have operational benefits reduced difficulties and high degree of co-operation & co-ordination over non-adopters study should carried out to focus performance improvement of logistic
function with the help of EDI in automobile supplier industry where-

![Conceptual Model of EDI on Inter-Organizational Co-operation]

Higher co-ordination is required.

4. White, A., (2008):- This study focused on use of EDI with the potential to improvise the performance in supply chain with the study of early adopters in Europe. This study consists of two key elements namely factors that determine the outcomes of RFID adoption and outcomes themselves. First variable is divided into four variables as customer mandate, industry sector, perceived organization innovativeness and level of integration, embedded vs. slap & ship. The second component covers anticipated benefits, anticipated ROI and operational deployment. The results state that use of RFID yields faster sales cycle, competitive advantage and cost reductions for organizations. It could be concluded from above study that tracked data if share with supplier in faster change result in performance of supply chain.
5. Savitskie, K., (2007):- The study investigates the internal and external logistics information technology from an international perspective. The first focus was to categories LIT into internal and external LIT, and the second was to determine the relationship between them. Internal LIT is used to share information within firm. The parameters used under it are logistics information system, integrated database and access method for sharing. External LIT is used for communication and information exchange. It includes parameters like sharing information, facilitating e-commerce, increase the use of EDI. Overall study gives the information about the role of LIT and investments in LIT, given the linkage between internal LIT and external LIT. It carries strong limitation of small sample size. Same study is expected to carry out in different types of business domain to analyze usefulness of proposed work.

6. Tan.K.C (2010): The study present multi dimensional framework for considering EDI adoption in supply chain management and its effects on relational alignment. EDI has been viewed largely as a technology to allow firms to exchange data. However, EDI also serves as a means for alignment around shared objectives. The results show that merely considering EDI capability to be important or aligning information sharing will not lead to better performance. Prior literature, with few exceptions, has emphasized direct linkages between EDI use and performance without examining the role of mediating variables. The major contribution of this study is in demonstrating the role of supply chain information and relational alignment as mediating variables. The study not only illustrates the importance of attitudes towards EDI in facilitating this alignment, but it also demonstrates that the value of EDI comes in part, if not significantly, from efforts to build inter-firm relationships and aligning information flows in the context of these relationships. Developing elements of the "soft" infrastructure including information and relationships is thus a key to enabling firms to work together for mutual benefit. This in turn requires that firms carefully consider their own as well as partner EDI capabilities when managing suppliers.
7. Azvedo., (2009) - The study carried out by researcher to identify role of communication technologies in logistic firm. Four variables like individual, organizational, technological, and environmental studied. These four factor grouped with communication technologies. It is proposed by researcher that use of ICT can significant impact on the performance of an organization.

Tough this study cover big span it not produce justification for following statement. Adoption and implementation always can create challenge in front of management. Researcher has focused on only aspect of it. (i.e. after success full implementation ICT become competitive advantage). Some study should carried by making additional focus on difficulties faced in internal co-ordination.

---

**Fig. 6 Importance of information and communication technology in promoting competitive advantage**

8. Li et al. (2009): This study focus impact of IT implementation on supply chain performance and supply chain integrations. Result shows that IT implementation didn’t support supply chain performance, but strongly
support supply chain integration, which ultimately result for better supply chain performances. As supply chain performance cover cost, quality, flexibility and time which are inclusive of money. Detailed analysis should be done to give investment priority either supply chain performance or information technology.

Fig: 7 Impact of CT on SCP & SCI

9. Germine, R., (2001):- This study proposer connection between EDI technology adoption and just-m-time (JIT) strategy in theoretical framework content refers to organizational immediate operating environment that is uncontrollable by management in short-run, size described by physical scale & operation and environment uncertainty refers to unpredictability in external including technologies customer competitor & market involved in manufacturing and operation based on review of literature concepts are taking into existence are size and JIT strategy, environmental uncertainty and JIT strategy, production complexity and JIT strategy adoption, production complexity and environmental uncertainty, effect of form size on EDI adoption. The result depicts that EDI adoption depends primarily on extent of JIT strategy implementation and secondarily on organizational context. This result output of research of few manufacturing firm. Same model should applied for small and medium scale organization.
10. Larson, P., (2007):- Focuses on the performance improvement programs and its impact on logistics people as well as performance. The two most popular programs are EDI and outsourcing. Performance improvement programs are classified under three groups:

i. Technological program – improve logistics performance not relations.
ii. Relational program – improves both logistics performance and relations.
iii. Analytical program – improves logistics performance not relationships.

The survey studied the impact of programs on co-operative relations and customer service and total costs. The programs included benchmarking, TQM, ILM, carrier reduction, bar-coding, EDI, JIT and outsourcing. The research unable to produce justification for following points.

. Does the communication level between people makes positive impact on logistic performance?

2. Change in result, if applied in developing country like India.

11. Smith, A., (2005):- The purpose of this paper is to understand impact of reverse logistic to accommodate return item by customer In return item by customer though web based technologies with the help of RFID. In return management researcher has focused following parameters of supply chain they are capability, customer return centers, compatibility customer return centers, Distribution centers of reverse logistics, strategic sources web-based Auto identification and data capture (AIDC), RFID system observed as great tool for collecting data for return product. The reverse logistic strategy having following steps involved. 1) Assessing the role of reverse
logistics 2) Information supports 3) Relationship commitment. Study also focuses on cost and non-glamorous part of reverse logistics, but as reverse logistic related with customer relationship management, organization can seek greater advantage by adopting reverse logistics as part of strategic supply chain, increased Brand image and shows responsiveness to society.

This study linked with RFID and its application for returnable goods through web based technology. Though this study covered important aspect of reverse logistic still it uncover following points, to improve online purchase experience whether managing good return is more important than fast, effective service, and user-friendly solutions.

11. **Trainor.k.j.et.al** (2011): This research focuses on performance implication and information technologies with marketing capabilities. Model was derived having eight measure parameters. These are market orientation, technological orientation, competitive environment-marketing capabilities, market turbulence, competitive intensity, customer performance, organizational performance. Industry should pay special attention to complementary resource that is needed to be successfully implemented. IT enabled marketing initiative and emphasis on technology is not sufficient. However this study lacks to produce justification for some firm which realizes more gain from e-marketing initiative than other firm. A study should carry out to investigate it.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig: 9:** Impact of firm level resources on e-marketing capabilities.

**6. RESEARCH GAPS:**

1. Investment for new technology is always matter of concern for management, As it is important for manufacturer to know return on capital employed. (Bollou 2006)(Ding 2011) Few studies have focused this
issue. A study should be carried out to calculate cost of implementation of communication technology & in return benefits achieved in stipulated time. As implementation CT does not show quick impact on supply chain performance.

2. Communication technology causes operational deployment. Which may resulted to decrease labor cost. A Study should carry out to understand role of management and employee on same issue. As decrease in labor cost is directly associated with ROI.

3. The big firm like Wal-Mart, IBM forces their supplier to adopt new technology related with supply chain. Study should carry out in Indian Automobile field where inter organizational co-operation is highly desirable.

4. Some study shown great result for adoption of new technology in big firm .A study should be carry out to find out size of firm matters in adoption and implementation of new communication technologies.

5. Impact of external factor (political, infrastructure, economical) play an important role in adoption and development of new technology. Indian business scenario changes from last decay of 20\textsuperscript{th} century. Various model developed by researcher to identify impact of CT on supply chain performance tested positively. Similar study should carry out in country like India which is differing in external factor as compared with developed country.

6. Customer is an integral arm of supply chain management. In-fact he evaluate supply chain performance on own criteria (fast, effective, efficient).A study should carry out to understand customer behavior after implementation of new technology.

7. CONCLUSION:

Technology also plays an important role in the success of supply chain management. Even though the supply chain concept pre-dates the Internet, only through the use of web-based software and communication can it truly reach its full potential. Before the use of communication technologies companies were limited because they were not able to receive or to send updates, feedback, or other important information in a timely fashion. Additionally, companies were limited in their ability to work with global partners because of language barriers and time differences. Using the communication technologies to handle most of the elements involved in supply change management, including procurement and communication, makes the exchange of data and the running of the supply chain faster.
While the benefits of supply chain management are many, using technology to achieve those benefits does have two main drawbacks: one is resistance from vendors and the other is resistance from employees. Suppliers of goods are often hesitant to jump onboard because of the initial costs involved in setting up their own end of supply chain management system and because most vendors do not have a trusting relationship with their buyers. To overcome this obstacle, the strong relationship must be present and the seller needs to be able to see the profit potential on their end of the arrangement. Likewise, many employees have learned to develop a hate-hate relationship with new technology. After all, it costs them their jobs and often makes them feel that their work is more tedious or more complicated. Plus, software mistakes, which are inevitable at the beginning, may cause other employees to lose faith in the system altogether. Employees need to trust the system, the company, and their ability to use the program if they are going to adopt the supply chain management software.

8. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION.

It has been demonstrated that communication technologies are an essential ingredient for business survival and improves the competitiveness of firms. As a result of the literature review, we can see that IT has a tremendous influence on achieving an effective SCM. Integrating the supply chain activities is driven by the need to streamline operations to achieve quality service to customers. There are many research articles on IT in SCM, but there is a lack of critical review of the literature with the objective of brings out the pertinent factors that would influence the successful application of IT in SCM. In this paper, an attempt has been made to review the literature on IT in SCM and to develop a framework for the development and implementation of IT in SCM.

Besides, the following are comments that derived from the literature survey on IT in SCM:

1. The strategic role of supplier/vendor, and customer in IT driven supply chain require more focus.

2. Information systems architecture needs to be designed for SCM that could be different from that of traditional organizations.

3. Successful information systems are not easy to implement in SCM. They require support from employee internally and also with external partner.

4. Commercial enterprise information systems require flexibility in order to accommodate individual organizational characteristics.

5. Performance measures and metrics need to be established for measuring the performance and suitability of IT in SCM.

6. There is a need for developing standards and legal frameworks for the application of IT in SCM.

7. The alignment between information model and supply chain model or objectives needs further investigation.
9. FUTURE SCOPE:

The fast-paced evolution of information technology continues to offer new tools for firms to apply in logistics planning and operations. In particular, the development of enterprise resource planning (ERP), Internet-based e-commerce and e-business applications, collaborative planning, forecasting and replenishment (CPFR), RFID, and advanced planning and scheduling (APS) certainly offer significant potential to enhance logistics performance. However, the new developments in ERP, Internet, CPFR, and APS, RFID still build on the empirical observations developed in this paper. New technologies employ the infrastructure developed using EDI, real-time communications, and bar-coding.

The current level of these new technologies still focus on the transaction- oriented planning and operating applications that share substantial common ground with the "traditional" technology such as EDI, bar-coding and satellite communications. This leads us to believe that much of our findings related to "traditional" LIT would also be applicable to this new LIT technique to a certain extent. While this research has focused on the development leaders and trends for LIT, there is certainly a need for comparable research investigating the application of these newer technologies.
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